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opyright 2022 by Anja Siewert.
All images and texts published in these instructions are protected by copyright and may only be used commercially with the express permission of
Anja Siewert. Copying and passing on the instructions and the pattern is not permitted. Commercial use of the instructions and the pattern is
prohibited. The explanations and texts in this manual have been compiled and checked to the best of our knowledge. However, no guarantee for
success can be given. No liability can be accepted for any errors in the instructions and the pattern.

C O N T E N T S

Marisol

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN

Scan or click the QR code and
you will be redirected to

MARISOL`s video tutorial (video
is only available in German) 

VIDEO TUTORIAL

 sewing darts

 sewing facing

 sewing straps

 sewing in-seam pockets 

1.

2.

3.

4.

https://youtu.be/8Af_yGAt1mQ


P R I N T I N G

Printing pattern
You can print the DIN A4 / US Letter version on a home printer and stick the pieces
together. If you don’t want to stick the sheets together, get the DIN A0 sheets printed
by a copyshop or pattern printing service.

Open the pattern file in Adobe Reader (you can download Adobe Reader online for
free). In the print settings, select “actual size” (or set scaling to 100) to print the pattern
at full scale. 

Print page 1 of the pattern first and measure the test square to check it is exactly 50mm
x 50mm. If it is a few mm out, adjust the scaling on your printer settings before printing
the rest of the pattern.

Different layers
All files are divided into layers. You have the possibility to display only your desired
sizes. This makes the lines less confusing and if you are between two sizes, you can
print them all at once.

To view and select the layers you need the free Acrobat Reader.
If the layers are not displayed, please check if your Acrobat Reader is up to date. 

Here you can find the layers in Acrobat Reader

By clicking on the "eye" in the box you can
show and hide the different sizes

Please keep the label layer
always shown
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Length individual

width 8cm (3.15")

Cutting fabric
As already mentioned, all pattern pieces include the seam allowance. It is normally 1cm
(0.39"). At the side seams 1.5cm (0.59") and at the hem 1cm (0.39"). 

Tie belt
There is no separate pattern piece for the tie belt as it is just a rectangle. My tie belt has a
finished width of 3cm (1.18"). This means that my rectangle has a width of 8cm (3.15") (double
the finished width plus 2cm (0.78") seam allowance).
The length depends on your personal preference. It's best to tie a string or something similar
around your waist and tie it into a bow. Then use your string to determine your personal
length for your tie belt. My tie belt is usually 140-150cm (55" - 59") long. I wear a size 4 (EU 38).

You will need to cut the following pattern pieces, depending on the version:

piece amount interfaci

ng front piece 2x

back piece

front facing

back facing

straps

1x on fold

2x

1x on fold

2x - 4x (knotted variation) 

done

front skirt piece

back skirt piece

pockets

tie belt

2x

2x 

4x

1x

yes

yes

Cutting plan
To save fabric, you should cut your MARISOL with the fabric layer open. This means that the full
width of your fabric is in front of you when cutting. You can place the skirt pieces slightly offset
(depending on the size) and place your small pieces in the gaps. 

C U T T I N G
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sewing darts
In the first step we need our two front pieces.
To make your darts clean and even, you
should at least mark the dart points with fabric
chalk on your wrong side of the fabric. The
darts are already cut open here. This will make
the front darts even neater and make it easier
to avoid "bags" at the tips. 

sewing darts
Now place your front pieces right sides
together at the darts. Pin your darts together
starting from the bottom edge. Your pin heads
should be facing the dart point. When sewing
your darts, start at the bottom edge and do
not back-tack your seam at the dart point.
Leave the threads a little longer there and
then knot them by hand. Serge your darts and
press them towards the centre front. 

sewing darts
Now grab your back piece. There you should
also transfer your darts to your wrong side of
the fabric with a little chalk. 

sewing darts
Again, place your darts right sides together.
Again, start at the bottom edge and do not
back-tack your seam at the end, in the dart
point. Knot the threads again by hand. This will
prevent unsightly "pouches" from forming in
your darts later. Press your darts towards the
centre back. 

1 2

3 4

You have transferred all the notches and markings? 
Ironed on all the inserts? Then we can start now 

 

I N S T R U C T I O N S
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